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Cambridge university

 University of Great Britain, one of the oldest (second
after Oxford) and the largest in the country.

 The official status of the university is a privileged
charitable institution. Funding consists of a state
educational grant, student / graduate student
contributions, donations from charitable
foundations, Cambridge University Press publishers'
income, «Russell» group grants, and some other
sources.



Story

 The university grew out of a collection of scientists from
the city of Cambridge, which was formed (judging by the
chronicles) in 1209 by scientists who left the city of
Oxford due to the fact that an Oxford student killed a
resident of the city.

 According to other sources, it arose as a result of the
educational program of monastic orders of the Middle
Ages. In 1214, formal university rules were drafted. A
rector and a program with exams at the end were
appointed for them. The main difference between
universities and monasteries was the teaching of science,
philosophy, logic, and mathematics.



Famous Graduates

British physicist of New 
Zealand descent. 

Known as the “father” 
of nuclear physics.

English philosopher, 

historian, politician, 
founder of empiricism 

and English 
materialism.

Isaac Newton Lord E. Rutherford Francis Bacon

English physicist, 
mathematician, mechanic 
and astronomer, one of the 

founders of classical 
physics.



J. R. Oppenheimer N. Bor

American theoretical 
physicist. Oppenheimer 

is often called the "father 
of the atomic bomb."

Danish theoretical 
physicist and

public figure, one of 
the creators of modern 

physics.

St. Lewis

British, Irish 
writer, poet, 

teacher, scientist 
and theologian.



Теперь рассмотрим Кембридж внутри.Now let's look at Cambridge from 
the inside!



Canteen



Library



Dormitory



Cost of education

 In the 2011-2012 academic year, the cost of training for 
foreign students was £ 11829 for subjects of the 1st and 
2nd groups (archeology and anthropology, economics, 
pedagogy, law, linguistics, mathematics, political science, 
psychology and others), £ 15,480 - for items of the 3rd 
group (architecture, geography, music), £ 18000 - for 
items of the 4th group (engineering, computer science, 
management and others), £ 28632 - for items of the 5th 
group (medicine and veterinary medicine). It should also 
be borne in mind that once a year it is necessary to pay a 
university fee (College fees) - from £ 4400 to £ 5800. 
The cost of living for international students is around £ 
8,000 per year.



At Cambridge University come people with
distinctive qualities and a well-built mind.
Each student receives a quality education and
has great prospects in the future.



Students






